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ABSTRACT Among the multiple effects involved in chromatin condensation and decondensation processes, interactions
between nucleosome core particles are suspected to play a crucial role. We analyze them in the absence of linker DNA and
added proteins, after the self-assembly of isolated nucleosome core particles under controlled ionic conditions. We describe
an original lamellar mesophase forming tubules on the mesoscopic scale. High resolution imaging of cryosections of vitrified
samples reveals how nucleosome core particles stack on top of one another into columns which themselves align to form
bilayers that repel one another through a solvent layer. We deduce from this structural organization how the particles interact
through attractive interactions between top and bottom faces and lateral polar interactions that originate in the heterogeneous
charge distribution at the surface of the particle. These interactions, at work under conditions comparable with those found
in the living cell, should be of importance in the mechanisms governing chromatin compaction in vivo.
INTRODUCTION
Despite uncertainties in the conformation of the histone
N-termini, the structure of the nucleosome core particle is
now solved at atomic resolution (Lu¨ger et al., 1997; Harp et
al., 2000), and the challenge is to understand the higher
orders of chromatin organization. In the living cell, chro-
matin remains condensed throughout the cell cycle, but
dynamical changes of its level of folding must occur to
allow portions of the genome to be transcribed or replicated
at a given time, resulting in local DNA concentration fluc-
tuating between 50 and 250 mg/ml. Although there is now
accumulation of evidence that higher order structures play a
key role in the regulation of gene expression (Van Holde,
1988; Orphanides and Reinberg, 2000; Strahl and Allis,
2000), little is known about the interactions that maintain
and stabilize the multiple and flexible compacted forms of
chromatin, and how they are modified during the cell cycle.
In vitro, isolated chromatin fibers can also compact or
extend, in high and low ionic strength, respectively
(Fletcher and Hansen, 1996; Widom, 1986, 1998). Multiple
components are involved in the condensation process, and
the fiber conformation appears as the result of a complex
interplay of many factors, including the ionic environment,
binding of linker histones, terminal extensions of the core
histones, and linker DNA length, which specific roles re-
main difficult to assign and characterize (Van Holde and
Zlatanova, 1996). We address here a simpler but fundamen-
tal question: how do the building blocks of the chromatin
fiber, the nucleosome core particles (NCP), interact in the
range of concentration of the cell?
To approach the question, we investigate the self-assem-
bly of isolated NCP under controlled ionic environment.
The richness of the phase diagram extending from irregular
piles of particles, through various liquid crystalline phases
(Leforestier and Livolant, 1997; Leforestier et al., 1999;
Livolant and Leforestier, 2000) to three-dimensional crys-
tals (Lu¨ger et al., 1997; Dubochet and Noll, 1978; Finch and
Klug, 1978), demonstrates that there is a lot to learn from
this approach. In this work, we report the formation of a
novel lamellar mesophase which is described at length
scales ranging from micrometers to nanometers using opti-
cal microscopy and cryoelectron microscopy of ultrathin
sections of vitrified solutions. This analysis provides unique
and direct insights into the intermolecular contacts, and
allows to deduce how the molecules interact and organize
under well defined and controlled conditions.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Nucleosome core particles (145! 3 base pairs (bp) DNA) and H1-depleted
nucleosomes (167 ! 10 bp) were respectively prepared from native
chicken erythrocyte and calf thymus chromatin as described previously
(Leforestier and Livolant, 1997). Both were checked to contain all four
intact histones. After purification by gel chromatography (Sephacryl S300,
Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden), the solutions were extensively dialyzed
against 5 mM NaCl, 10 mM Tris, and 1 mM EDTA (pH 7.6). They were
concentrated up to 250 mg/ml by ultrafiltration in a pressurized cell
(Amicon 8010, Amicon Corp., Lexington, MA). Higher concentrations
were reached by increase of the osmotic pressure, imposed by a neutral
stressing polymer (polyethylene glycol, Fluka MW 20000, Fluka Chemical
Corp., Milwaukee, WI). The solutions were equilibrated against the poly-
mer dissolved in the same buffer at 19, 20, or 22% (w:w) after two different
procedures: (1) extensive dialysis (3 weeks) through a cellulose membrane;
or (2) progressive mixing of the nucleosome and polymer solutions by
successive introduction of given volumes of the two solutions into flat
glass capillaries (Vitro Dynamics, Rockaway, NJ), and subsequent equil-
ibration for weeks. Both procedures yield equilibrium samples and result in
the same structures. The illustrations presented here are recorded from
samples obtained with H1-depleted nucleosomes (167 bp) by procedure 1
(Fig. 1, b–d) or 2 (Fig. 1 a, Fig. 2). Similar data were recorded with
nucleosome core particles (146 bp).
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FIGURE 1 Structure of the lamellar phase. (a) Tubules observed in light microscopy (Nomarski interferential contrast). (b–d) The lamellar structure is
revealed by cryoelectron microscopy of vitreous sections. Bilayers of columns of NCP interspaced with solvent layers (*) are observed in cross-section.
The bilayer structure is best visualized when the columns are oriented perpendicular (some regions of b and c) or parallel (d) to the observation plane. In
top view (c), NCPs appear as disc-like objects delineated by the well contrasted DNA peripheral crown. The protein core of the particle is not homogeneous.
Its low density area can be related to the particle’s inner structure (inset; from PDB 1aoi, (Lu¨ger et al., 1997), and allows orientation of the dyad axis !
(arrowheads). In side view (d), NCP are visualized as well, contrasted stripes corresponding to the gyres of the DNA molecule around the particle. When
! lies perfectly parallel to the observation plane (arrowheads), the NCP seem V-shaped with the tip of the V pointing to the solvent layer. Note that, on
this micrograph, this striation is clearly visible along one half of the bilayer only (whereas the facing layer of the lamella seems fuzzy). Scale bars: 20 "m
(a); 100 nm (b); 20 nm (c, d).
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Optical microscopy
Glass capillaries were observed in a Nikon Optiphot X Pol microscope
(Nikon Corp., Tokyo, Japan) equipped with an interferential Nomarski
contrast device.
Cryoelectron microscopy
To investigate the bulk structure of the lamellar phase, drops of the solution
were vitrified by projection against a copper surface cooled down to 10 K
with liquid helium (Cryovacublock, Leica-Reichert, Vienna, Austria). Ul-
trathin cryosections were realized at 113 K under nitrogen atmosphere in a
cryomicrotome (Leica, Vienna, Austria), following the method described
in (Sartori and Salamin, 1998). The thin-film vitrification technique
(Dubochet et al., 1988) was used to investigate concentrated isotropic
solutions: drops were deposited onto a platinum-carbon film with holes and
blotted with filter paper; the remaining thin film spanning the holes was
immediately vitrified by immersion in liquid ethane. To minimize water
evaporation (Cyrklaff et al., 1990), the procedure was performed under a
humidified atmosphere.
Sections and thin films were observed at 100 K in a Philips CM 12
cryo-TEM (Philips, Dulphar, Netherlands) at 80 kV. The vitreous state of
the water was checked by electron diffraction, and images were recorded in
low-dose mode at a direct magnification of 45,000" at 800–900 nm under-
focus. The thickness of the sections, calculated by optical density measure-
ments on negative films (Chang et al., 1983), varies from 50 to 80 nm.
RESULTS
We investigated the self-assembly of two types of macro-
molecular complexes: nucleosome core particles, with 146
bp DNA associated to the octamer core; and H1-depleted
nucleosomes, with167 bp DNA. We have found no differ-
ence in their supramolecular organization, from the micro-
meter scale to the nanometer scale. Both will be hereafter
referred to as NCP.
A mesophase, specific of “low added salt conditions,”
forms in the range of 300 to 370 mg/ml NCP in solutions
dialyzed against 3.5 to 35 mM monovalent salt (NaCl #
Tris-Cl). These concentrated solutions exhibit tubular tex-
tures in optical microscopy (Fig. 1 a). Isolated tubules are
typically 1 to 10 "m in diameter and 10 to 200 "m long.
They may also be connected to one another and even form
dense spherulites.
Cryoelectron microscopy of ultrathin sections of vitrified
samples reveals that the tubule walls correspond to a lamel-
lar structure, observed in cross-section in Fig. 1 b. Each
lamella is formed by a bilayer of parallel columns of NCP,
clearly visible when the columns are oriented along the
observation direction (some regions of Fig. 1, b and c).
These bilayers (17–19 nm thick), alternate with layers of
solvent to form a long range lamellar structure which period
P may vary from 27 to 42 nm. The thickness of the solvent
layer varies from 9 to 22 nm depending on the NCP con-
centration. Fluctuations are also observed in the arrange-
ment of NCP columns within the bilayers. Distances be-
tween columns ranges from 8.6 to 12 nm. The center to
center distance between adjacent columns on a given side of
the bilayer (a2) may be either larger or smaller than the
distance separating adjacent columns from opposite sides
(a1). On Fig. 1 and related micrographs taken from the same
sample, the distances a2 and a1 are respectively equal to
10.9 ! 0.2 nm and 12 ! 0.2. Moreover, in columns seen
down their axis, projections of the nucleosome core parti-
cles may be circular or slightly elliptical (Fig. 1 c), indicat-
ing a possibility for the NCP to tilt inside the columns. We
suspect that these fluctuations may originate from local
distortions of the layering. Columns parallel to the section
plane stand at another favorable view, showing the particles
piled on top of one another with a stacking distance of 5.9
to 6.9 nm (Fig. 1 d). These data are in agreement with x-ray
diffraction experiments performed in parallel at room tem-
perature (S. Mangenot, D. Durand, A. Leforestier, F. Liv-
olant, in preparation).
The orientation of the columns may vary slightly inside a
given bilayer; it can change abruptly between successive
layers. The lamellar structure also presents numerous de-
FIGURE 2 Isotropic solution with columns forming a branched random
network (a). All orientations of the dyad axis are observed along a given
column, indicating that the particles are free to rotate around their super-
helical axes. Among these, V patterns observed when ! lies in the plane are
pointed out (arrowheads), showing that particles can stack parallel (VV) as
well as antiparallel ($V) (b). All intermediates are also found. Scale bars:
50 nm (a) and 20 nm (b).
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fects and distortions, such as discontinuous bilayers, dislo-
cations, curvature of the lamellae, etc., which will be ana-
lyzed in detail elsewhere.
The polarity of the NCP orientation within the bilayers is
readily visible on the micrographs. When columns are seen
in top view (Fig. 1 c), DNA at the periphery seems darker
than the protein core and underlies the outskirts of the
particle. A portion of the DNA crown, located on the outer
side of the bilayer, may look less marked. The protein core
itself shows an heterogeneous density distribution, with a
region of lower density facing the outer side of the bilayer.
Comparison of the micrographs with the crystallographic
model of Lu¨ger et al. (1997)(Fig. 1, insets) allows orienta-
tion of the dyad axis ! (arrowheads): NCP are positioned
back to back in the bilayer and their front sides, with the free
DNA ends, facing the solvent layer. This is confirmed when
the columns are oriented parallel to the section plane (Fig.
1 d). NCP are seen in side view, and DNA draws a typical
V-shape pattern, with the V pointing toward the solvent
layer. However, the micrographs demonstrate that the ori-
entation of the particles is not strictly defined: perfect V-
patterns are not always observed, revealing slight rotations
around the column’s axis. This variability is also observable
in top view projection, from the irregular orientation distri-
bution of the lower density region of the histone core (Fig.
1, b and c). The analysis of this distribution shows that the
orientation of the dyad axis ! is on average normal to the
bilayer, but fluctuates by !35° around this average. When
columns are seen in top view, the number of NCP within the
thickness of the section varies from 7–9 (for a section 50 nm
thick) to 11–13 (for a section 80 nm). Only 4–6 NCP are
superimposed in side views. On account of the rotational
degree of disorder of NCP observed in top and side views,
we must exclude the possibility that NCP could be in perfect
rotational register throughout the thickness of the section.
The imaging of the particles’ fine details, as observed in
Fig. 1, c and d, suggests that, although all NCP should
contribute to the image formation, high-resolution detail
comes from a single particle. We may hypothesize that other
contributions cancel one another to form the background
signal. Understanding the image formation in crowded sam-
ples is a challenging and crucial question in cryoelectron
microscopy. This material may be specially suited to ad-
dress this question, although preliminary sets of tilt exper-
iments did not provide definitive answers. A more detailed
analysis is being undertaken to understand the images.
This remarkable bilayer structure prompted us to search
for preceding steps of organization in a lower range of NCP
concentration. Isolated columns of nucleosome core parti-
cles were found under identical ionic conditions in a small
range of NCP concentration between 250 and 300 mg/ml.
They were observed by cryoelectron microscopy of vitrified
thin films (Fig. 2) performed under a humid atmosphere. In
some preparations, these columns were observed in coex-
istence with isolated bilayers, trapped in the liquid film.
Such biphasic samples attest that the ionic conditions of the
film were not significantly changed before freezing because
the lamellar structure disappears when the salt concentration
is increased %0.35 M. The presence of these columns was
also confirmed by independent observations in optical mi-
croscopy: the isotropic solution, extinguished between
crossed polars, becomes illuminated under shear. This flow-
induced birefringence reveals that NCP are not isolated, but
self-associated into larger aggregates such as these columns.
Semiflexible columns, made of &5–25 particles, are ori-
ented in the plane of the film, and connected into an iso-
tropic network. The interesting point is that, in these col-
umns, NCP stack without apparent rotational constraint.
Contrary to the lamellar liquid crystal, there is no orienta-
tional order of the particles along the columns: all possible
side view projection patterns of the particle are found ran-
domly dispersed along the column.
DISCUSSION
Over a defined range of monovalent salt concentration
(3.5–35 mM), isolated nucleosome core particles self-as-
semble to form a lamellar phase which periodicity varies
from &27 to 42 "m. This variation comes mainly from
changes in the thickness of the solvent layer (to accommo-
date different amounts of solvent) because the phase is
observed over a range of NCP concentration comprised
between &300–370 mg/ml. We do not consider here the
geometrical problems arising from the chiral structure of the
nucleosome core particles which are probably responsible
for the coiling of the layers, thus forming these tubular
structures seen on Fig. 1. We focused our attention on the
formation of the bilayers whose stability depends on ionic
conditions. Indeed, for monovalent salt concentrations %35
mM, the lamellar phase disappears. Two-dimensional or
three-dimensional ordered hexagonal phases are observed
instead (Leforestier and Livolant, 1997; Livolant and Le-
forestier, 2000, and unpublished data). Fig. 3 summarizes
the two steps leading to the formation of the lamellar phase
with the increase of particle concentration: the primary
association of nucleosome core particles into columns via
top to bottom interactions; and the parallel alignment of the
columns into bilayers, coupled to a reorientation of NCP.
The formation of columns of isolated NCP is a general
feature, previously reported many times. Under crystalliza-
tion conditions, isolated columns were observed in classical
transmission electron microscopy before visible crystals
appeared or in coexistence with the crystals. The relative
orientation of stacked particles is strictly defined and leads
either to linear, wavy, arched, or helical columns because of
the wedge shape of the cylinder (Dubochet and Noll, 1978;
Finch and Klug, 1978; Finch et al., 1981; Struck et al.,
1992). Isolated columns resulted also from the aggregation
of NCP induced by addition of divalent or trivalent cations
to a dilute solution of NCP (Grau et al., 1982; Leforestier et
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al., 1999). In the presence of the trivalent spermine, we
previously showed that NCP stack on top of one another
with no preferential relative orientation and at stacking
distances slightly higher than those of crystalline columns.
We report here that isolated columns of NCP also form in
the absence of any aggregation agent but at high NCP
concentration. Such columns, formed by randomly stacked
NCP, form over a very wide range of Na# concentration
(from a few mM to %150 mM Na#, data not shown).
Forces involved in the stabilization of NCP columns may
therefore be of two types. First are nonspecific attractive
interactions between top and bottom faces of the particles
that allow the particles to rotate freely through the solvent.
These interactions are not dominated by electrostatics be-
cause columns remain present under highly diverse ionic
conditions (altogether in concentration and valency). [Note
that because we cannot distinguish the top and bottom faces
of the particles, we cannot preclude the occurrence of top/
top and bottom/bottom interactions.] Second, more specific
interactions may further stabilize one or a few defined
relative orientations. The precise particle positioning in
crystalline columns, for example, apparently involves elec-
FIGURE 3 Evolution of the supramolecular organization, from isotropic (a) to columnar isotropic (b) and lamellar (c). (a) The entry (arrowhead) and
exit sites of the dyad axis (!), determine the front (F) and back (B) sides of the NCP. (b) Above a threshold concentration, NCP pile on top of one another
to form columns. All possible orientations of ! are allowed and the column as a whole possesses a rotational symmetry. (c) Bilayers are formed by the
parallel alignment of the columns. In each of them, NCP reorient with their F sides facing the solvent layer, although keeping some slight rotational
freedom. NCP may be tilted in the columns, but for convenience, they are drawn here all perpendicular to the main axis of the columns.
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trostatic contacts established through histone tails, between
the basic N-terminal domain of histone H4 and 7 clustered
acidic side chains of the H2a-H2b dimer (Lu¨ger et al., 1997;
Finch and Klug, 1978).
At least two types of interactions are necessary to stabi-
lize the bilayered lamellar phase: one to maintain columns
in the bilayer, and the other to stabilize the bilayers at a
given distance one from the other. These interactions be-
tween lateral faces of the nucleosomes are strongly domi-
nated by electrostatics. Indeed, columns lose their polarity
when the lamellar phase disappears as the NaCl concentra-
tion is raised (in preparation). Considering the structure of
the nucleosome core particle and the geometry of the bilayer
(Fig. 3, c; Fig. 4), we suspect that these interactions origi-
nate from the heterogeneous charge distribution on the
lateral surface of the particles: negative phosphate charges
on DNA strands and positive charges on the basic terminal
extremities of the histones extruding laterally, N-H2b and
N-H2a on the back side, N-H3 and C-H2a on the front side.
We can rule out a crucial role of the linker DNA in this
arrangement, as the lamellar phase remains unchanged
whatever the length of DNA associated to the histone core
(146 or 167 bp). The highly charged NH2b tails protruding
at 35° on both sides of the dyad axis are most likely
responsible for the bilayer structure. They would make
adjacent NCP come into semiclose contact, either through
attractive interactions between their positive charges and the
DNA negative charges, or by simply screening the repul-
sions between the DNA phosphates of adjacent NCP in this
direction. Pointing out of the bilayer, the long N-H3 tails as
well as the C-H2a, also highly positively charged, appar-
ently do not interact laterally with adjacent NCPs; indeed,
the distance separating surfaces of neighboring particles
from a given side of the bilayer is slightly larger than the
distance between particles from both sides. The distance
between bilayers could be far apart because of electrostatic
repulsions between front sides of the particles. However, the
thickness of the solvent layer (up to 23 nm), exceeds the
Debye length ranges (2–5 nm under our ionic conditions).
Long-range interactions have to be considered here, al-
though these interactions are left to nature to be determined.
Based on the experimental work of Widom (1986), Clark
and Kimura (1990) concluded from their theoretical ap-
proach that the mechanism of chromatin-folding in vitro is
essentially governed by repulsions between linker DNA
segments, and adequately described by Manning’s polyelec-
trolyte theory (Manning, 1978). Nevertheless, the presence
of nucleosome-nucleosome interactions is often implicitly
assumed (Van Holde and Zlatanova, 1996; Yao et al., 1991;
Cui and Bustamante, 2000), and we present here new argu-
ments for their occurrence. We show that the continuity of
the DNA molecule is not required to form nucleosome
fibers, nor the presence of H1/H5 histones as already re-
ported (Grau et al., 1982; Leforestier et al., 1999). The
attractive interactions at work between top and bottom faces
of the isolated NCP are more likely arising from the histone
cores themselves, which may also form fibers on their own
(Sperling and Wachtel, 1981). We may wonder whether, in
chromatin, this stacking into columns could be impeded by
the continuity of the DNA molecules and/or the presence of
the additional negatives charges of the linker DNA, which,
in a first approximation, could be expected to lower or
counterbalance the top/bottom attractive interactions. From
a geometrical point of view, both the distance and the
relative orientations of stacked NCP fluctuate along the
columns, which should make it possible to suit the presence
of the linker DNA. Also, in vitro experiments performed by
Tatchell and Van Holde (1978) have shown that these
interactions may induce a sliding of the core histones along
the DNA. We may therefore imagine that successive parti-
cles along the DNA chain could well stack on top of one
another into 11-nm fibers. This hypothesis is supported by
the observation of a 11-nm optical diffraction ring in cryo-
sections of vitrified metaphase chromosomes (McDowall et
al., 1986).
Our experiments also revealed that lateral interactions
between NCP are strong enough to produce a rotation of the
NCP around their axis while they are already stacked into
columns, and suggest that the H2b (and eventually H2a)
histone tails play a crucial role, stabilizing back-to-back
interactions (and perhaps being responsible for the close
approach of the particles). These interactions cannot come
into play in isolated chromatin fibers, which explains why
FIGURE 4 Top view of the NCP orientation in the bilayer structure. Exit
sites of the histone tails, indicated by arrowheads in (a), show that NH2b
(and possibly NH2a) tails are most likely involved in the stabilization of
the bilayer, because of their position on the back side of the NCP.
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H2a/H2b tails were found to contribute only marginally to
the cation-induced folding of nucleosomal arrays (Moore
and Ausio, 1997; Tse and Hansen, 1997; Widom, 1998).
However, in the cellular context, in which nucleosomes
necessarily come into lateral close contact because of the
high macromolecular concentration, these interactions are
likely to play an essential role in the higher order of chro-
matin organization.
The next question is whether such a lamellar liquid crys-
talline structure may represent a possible model for chro-
matin organization in vivo. A major requirement has been
met: the DNA concentration in the lamellar phase, from 300
to 370 mg/ml (i.e., 150–185 mg/ml DNA), falls in the range
of values reported for metaphase chromosomes from differ-
ent organisms (160–200 mg/ml), whereas close packing of
most models of the 30-nm chromatin fiber does not allow
reaching such high concentrations (Daban, 2000). Let us
now consider how the introduction of a linker DNA be-
tween the particles could influence their liquid crystalline
ordering. From an electrostatic point of view, we have
found that the length of the DNA fragments associated with
the particles is not a crucial parameter, in the range 146–
167 bp. Although we did not check how much a larger
DNA/histone ratio would modify the particles’ interactions,
it can be expected merely to shift the phase boundaries
(because of the increase of negative charges). Geometri-
cally, the continuity of the DNA does not preclude such a
structure. In the lamellar phase, the entry and exit sites of
the DNA on the protein core are facing the solvent layer, so
that linker DNA could join the particles, either along the
columns with successive NCP stacked on top of one another
or across the solvent layer. There is no evidence of such a
lamellar structure in classical eukaryote nuclei, but in situ
data are so sparse that we cannot ascertain that it does not
exist, especially in an out-of-equilibrium system such as the
active nuclei where any (liquid crystalline) ordering is ex-
pected only transiently and locally. Long-range organiza-
tions could be found only in special situations. Interestingly,
a lamellar structure (with a period in the range of 50 nm)
was described in certain states of the spermiogenesis of the
fish Scyliorhinus caniculus by classical transmission elec-
tron microscopy (Gusse and Chevaillier, 1978), but further
characterization of this chromatin would be necessary to go
deeper in the comparison.
To conclude, we propose an original approach to inves-
tigate interactions between chromatin components over
large ranges of well defined ionic environments. This ap-
proach shows how the anisotropic charge distribution of the
core particle participates to the establishment of higher
order structures. It also allows to propose a more precise
scenery of histone tail participation in chromatin organiza-
tion: under given ionic conditions, N-H2b would stabilize
polar lateral interactions between NCP; N-H3 and C-H2a,
apparently not involved in lateral nucleosome/nucleosome
interactions, would thus be free to stabilize the second turn
of the DNA helix on the protein core or to interact with the
linker DNA, in agreement with bibliographical data (Wolffe
and Hayes, 1999; Widom, 1998); and N-H4 could stabilize
specific top/bottom contacts between NCP (Lu¨ger et al.,
1997). By deleting specific tails, or extending this system as
to introduce other components involved in chromatin con-
densation or remodeling (H1 histones, enzymes, linker
DNA connecting the nucleosomes, etc.), we may expect
further insights in the structures and mechanisms contrib-
uting to chromatin function.
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